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Introduction

T-rank and Bureau van Dijk (BvD) have entered into a partnership which combines BvD’s ownership data
with T-rank’s models to visualize ownership in complex ownership structures. In many ownership structures
there are indirect ownership and self ownership which makes it difficult to identify persons and companies
with controlling ownership. T-rank has developed a model to automatically identify indirect owners, and
calculate integrated ownership (the sum of direct and indirect ownership an entity has in another company),
also in complex ownership structures with a lot of indirect- and cross ownerships. The ownership structures
as presented by T-rank are based on data from Orbis but it is analyzed and presented in a different way. The
purpose of incorporating T-rank in Orbis is to help users save time deciphering complex corporate groups.
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BvD Ownership Links

In some cases, the exact ownership of a company in another company might not be known, but an indicator
may state something like “Majority Owner”. In order to be able to calculate integrated ownership where
such links are involved, ownership according to Table 1 is assumed:
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3.1

Structures containing direct links only
Structures without circles

The simplest possible shareholder structure is one single entity having a direct ownership in another entity
by X%. In this case, the integrated ownership will be the same as the direct ownership.
Example 3.1. If an entity (A) owns a part of another company (C) through an intermediate company (B)
(Figure 1), the integrated ownership is found by multiplying the percentages along the path. A owns 50% of
B, which in turn owns 80% of C. Then A’s indirect ownership in C is 50% of 80%: 50% × 80% = 40%.
Example 3.2. In Figure 2, A has several ownership paths in the company D. The integrated ownership is
found by summing the paths: 50% × 5% + 100% × 30% + 65% = 97.5%.

Table 1: Translation table
Received by BvD Assumed value
>X
<X
+/ − X
Wholly Owned
Majority Owner
Jointly Owned
CQ+1

X + 0.01%
X − 0.01%
X%
98%
50.01%
50.00%
50.01%
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Figure 1: Simple ownership chain. The percentages on the arrows represent direct shareholdings, the percentages within the nodes are the calculated integrated ownership this node has in the subject (the red
box).

Figure 2: Multiple paths

3.2

Structures with circular ownership

Circular ownership results in a company owning (directly or indirectly) a share of itself. The shares owned
by the company itself are not available for any other shareholders to hold. However, since the other shareholders are the only owning stakeholders in the company, they also indirectly owns the shares owned by the
company itself. When it comes to integrated ownership, these shares are divided pro rata amongst the other
shareholders.

Figure 3: Self owned shares
Example 3.3. In Figure 3, B owns 80% of C, the last 20% is owned by C itself. Since B is the only direct
owner in C, besides C itself, B also indirectly owns these shares – B’s integrated ownership in C is 100%.
A’s integrated ownership in C becomes 50% × 100% = 50%.
Example 3.4. In Figure 4, C’s indirect ownership in itself is found by tracing the circular ownership loop
C → D → E → C : 80% × 50% × 10% = 4%. C’s indirect ownership in itself must be taken into account
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Figure 4: Self ownership through ownership circle
when calculating B’s integrated ownership in C: 80%/(100% − 4%) = 80%/96% = 83.33%. Then we find
that A’s integrated ownership in C becomes 50% × 83.33% = 41.67%.
Another way to look at this is to say that A owns 50% × 80% = 40% in C through B. A further owns
40% of the shares owned by C itself through this link – 40% of 4% = 1.6% for a total of 41.6%. But the last
1.6% also implies a bigger stake of the shares owned by C in itself : 1.6% × 4% = 0.064% - and so on. This
yields an infinite geometric series, with the sum being 50% × 80%/(1 − 4%) = 41.67%. The same geometric
series (which amounts to tracing ownership around the loop endlessly many times) gives the result for B’s
ownership of C, above.

Figure 5: Self ownership through several paths
Example 3.5. In Figure 5, there are two ownership paths from C to itself. C’s self ownership is 100% ×
(10% + 100% ∗ 10%) = 20%. A’s indirect ownership in C now becomes 50% × 80%/(1–20%) = 50%. Here
we see that the answer using the geometric series makes sense – because it says that B owns in fact 100% of
C, that is, 80%/(100% − 20%) of C.
Real life examples are often much more complicated, with several circles merged together and with many
more companies involved – making the integrated ownership almost impossible to calculate manually.
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Structures involving total ownership links

Some of BvD’s information providers provide total ownership links between entities (total ownership being
a synonym for integrated ownership. When we talk about total ownership, this refers to data coming from
information providers, while we reserve integrated ownership to mean ownership calculated by T-rank). For
total ownership links we do not know what the underlying ownership structure looks like. It could be a direct
ownership, an indirect ownership through one or more intermediate companies, or even ownership through
several ownership paths. These total ownership links are displayed as dashed arrows with the percentage
attached.
When some or all of the links in a shareholder structure are provided as total ownership links, this brings
ambiguity into the calculations, since the information provided in general is incomplete.
T-rank will in cases of ambiguity take a conservative approach – given that the presented ownership links
are correct, we will present the minimum possible ownership of one entity in another entity.

Figure 6: Total ownership links
Example 4.1. In Figure 6, all displayed links are total ownership links. We know that some information is
lacking, since A must have some definite total ownership in D. If the links in the example were direct links,
we would add the paths together and conclude that A has an integrated ownership of 100% in D.
However, the underlying structure of direct links shown in Figure 7 is an example of a structure making
all total ownership links in the previous figure correct. Here, however, A’s integrated ownership in D is only
60%.

Figure 7: One of the possible underlying ownership structures
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The strongest path (the single path yielding most ownership) from A to D is 60%, which is minimum
correct value for the indirect ownership of A in D. Thus, this is the integrated ownership that will be
presented in the T-rank solution.
All integrated ownership figures which suffer from the weakness of involving total ownership links – and
therefore some ambiguity – are marked with a * in the maps.
For mixed structures, involving both direct and indirect ownership links, T-rank first calculates integrated
ownerships based on the direct links only, then applies the strongest path approach to the graph built
by combining integrated ownership links calculated in previous step and total ownership links from the
information providers.
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